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This report describes the project “Me,
Myself and AI”, the final master project of
Luke Noothout executed at the Industrial
Design Faculty of the Eindhoven University
of Technology. In this project the future
of artificial intelligence (AI) is explored
through speculative design, with the aim to
identify the (future) role and responsibilities
that the field of design can assume in the
development of products and services
that employ AI-technologies. The project
is executed in collaboration with the client,
Bureau Moeilijke Dingen, a design studio
that is looking to both strengthen their
vision on AI as well as create exposure and
establish themselves AI-specialists.
In this report the project is framed
by providing the context in which it is
executed and introducing the three main
themes underlying the project: artificial
intelligence, technology in the everyday and
speculative design. These three themes
are tied together to form the foundation of
the project and set the design space. The
design process is described, ranging from
early explorations to the final interactive
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exhibition that was presented at Dutch
Design Week 2018 in Eindhoven.
The final section describes and analyses
the insights and qualitive data retrieved
from the exhibition, as well as the insights
retrieved throughout the design process.
These are then synthesized into a vision that
positions design towards AI, as well as a
number of recommendations for the future.
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FRAMING
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In the first section the project is introduced and
contextualized. The project themes are explained and
a theoretical background is provided. These serve to
explain how the design brief was developed.
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PROJECT

answering our search queries to shaping our
music taste, AI technology is being utilized
in more and more products and services.
But if AI is permeating our lives, why haven’t
we noticed?

& Barden, 2011) and more recently it
mastered go (Metz, 2016), a game thought
to be impossible to win by computers. It has
been heralded as “the last invention that
humanity will ever need to make” (Bostrom,
2015) but also our “biggest existential
threat” (McFarland, 2014).

of AI, creating a culture of magical thinking
where we are happy to take the output of
these algorithms for granted. And with the
field of AI being dominated by a handful of
tech giants users are becoming increasingly
vulnerable to the influence AI has in their
everyday life, without them even being
aware of it.

All of this is feeding into a large and looming,
but vague image of AI. The world is buzzing
with countless of different ideas about what
AI is, will bring and could do. But in reality AI
is already becoming increasingly influential
in shaping our everyday experiences. From
* HAL9000 from Stanley Kubrick’s 1968 movie 2001: A
Space Oddysey
** Deep Thought from Douglas Adams 1979 novel The
Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy
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Breakthroughs in AI-fields such as machine
learning have made AI more potent than
ever, seducing us with the possibility to
make life easier than ever. But this focus
on convenience clouds our understanding

As AI is here to stay, it is worth to critically
inquire into this relationship between user
and AI, and explore its dynamics. Together
with Bureau Moeilijke Dingen an attempt
was made to open up a discussion about
the opportunities and risks AI-technology
poses, the place we are willing to give it in

our lives and the role and responsibilities
the field of design could, and perhaps even
should assume in dealing with this complex
challenge. As the field of AI continues to
develop rapidly, its impact on society will
only increase. Therefor we need to start a
debate sooner rather than later, and explore
and question what we want AI in the future
everyday to be.

VISION ON
DESIGN

This is where I see the great value of design:
to be the champion of humans rather than
technology.

Design lies at the intersection of humans
and technology. Science and industry have
their eyes fixed on the horizon, developing
new
technologies,
possibilities
and
opportunities. Underlying this progress is
a single question: “What’s next?” Design
is tasked with another, at least equally

As design brings technology into the
human experience, design can also serve
to bring the human touch to technological
development. To do this, awareness of and
discussions about emerging technologies
need to exist on a societal level. Design can
be used as a tool speculate on what these

important question: “What’s best?” It is
the question that deals with the human
aspect and requires an understanding of
the societal and everyday context in which
a design intervention takes place.

technologies might bring, emphasizing
that the choices we make today shape the
future. “What’s best?” is a question we
need to ask as a society, and design can
help to inform users, producers and policy
makers in looking for answers.

FRAMING

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has always been a
technology that speaks to the imagination.
Ever since the term was first coined in the
1950s AI has made countless appearances
in popular culture, with portrayals ranging
from a spaceship rebelling against its crew
*
to a super computer tasked with finding the
“Answer to the Ultimate Question of Life, the
Universe, and Everything”**. Over the years
it has made news headlines by defeating the
reigning world champion in chess (Harding

CONTEXT

PROJECT

FRAMING

INTRODUCTION

As the impact of technology increases,
the responsibility of design grows. Design
intervenes in everyday experiences, and
thus designers should be aware of the
implications of these interventions. To do
so design should adopt a critical attitude
and participate in the discussions about
(emerging) technologies. I see strong
potential for design to go even a step further
and be the facilitator of these discourses.
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THE FINAL
MASTER PROJECT

PROJECT

emerging technologies out of their isolation
and places them in a societal, everyday
context, making it possible to examine
and evaluate their potential impact and
implications. Furthermore, the abstract
opportunities and challenges that emerging
technologies pose become graspable,
understandable, and even relatable to
an audience that lacks the (scientific)
knowledge that is often required in the
fields of these technologies.
The two core expertise areas demonstrated
in this project, Creativity and Aesthetics and
User and Society, are highly relevant in this
field of design. Speculative design requires
high quality artefacts and communications,
as well as convincing ideas that underlie
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An interesting challenge that this FMP poses
is that it is executed in the Research Design
& Development (RDD) track in collaboration
with a client. Where speculative design is
traditionally a design research method, this
project attempts to leverage it in such a way
that the outcomes and insights do not only
yield value for the designer, but also more
importantly, the client.

C L I E N T: B U R E A U
M O EILIJK E DIN GEN

PROJECT

Bureau Moeilijke Dingen is an Eindhovenbased design consultancy that develops
interactive products and services with a
strong focus on high quality interaction
design. They see strong potential in AI
technologies, and want to strengthen their
vision on AI technologies, as well as assert
themselves as experts in the field.
Their vision on the future of AI is one
of “Democratized AI”, where users are
empowered to create their own AIapplications. In line with this vision they
started their inhouse projects AI Kit,
a platform that allows for the creation
and training of AIs without the need for
specialized skills and knowledge.
Throughout the project, Bureau Moeilijke
Dingen has been involved in the process,
providing inspiration and feedback. They
were also crucial in the realization of the
“Artificial Intelligence Training Center”, the
exhibition that was developed during this
project and has been on display at the Dutch
Design Week 2018.

At the core of the project lie three main
themes that form the foundation of the
project: Artificial Intelligence, Technology
in the Everyday and Speculative design.
These three themes form the foundation of
the project, explaining the relevance of the
project and the chosen methodology.

THEMES

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

during a workshop at Darthmouth College
in 1956, where it was first called artificial
intelligence (Russel & Norvig, 2010, p. 17).

Recently, there seems to be a lot of buzz
surrounding artificial intelligence (AI).
It is shaping up to be a highly disruptive
technology, with a wide spread impact on
society. Although the rise of AI might feel
sudden and explosive, the ideas and even
the technologies driving it have been a

Interestingly, in the 60-plus years of
its existence there has never been a
universally agreed upon definition of AI.
It is characterizing for the turbulence of
the field: whenever a new breakthrough
technology is developed a debate breaks
lose whether or not it can actually be

long time in the making. The technological
possibilities of AI are far reaching, but
to examine AI just through the lens of
technology would only result in a partial
understanding of its impact. Therefor an
attempt is made to view AI in a broader
perspective.

considered to be artificial Intelligence. The
conclusion tends to be that it can’t, and the
technology is no longer seen as AI. This “AIeffect” (McCorduck, 2009) has befallen,
among other breakthroughs, Deep Blue,
the chess computer program that beat Gary
Kasparov in 1997.

HISTORY AND OVERVIEW
The idea of machines capable of thinking
is not new. Computer scientists were
already exploring the concept in the early
days of modern computer science, Alan
Turing notably among them (Turing, 1950).
It is generally accepted that these ideas
were formalized into a new research field

During this relentless pursuit of AI the field
has adopted different approaches, some of
them more successful than others. In the
1980’s the so-called “AI Winter” took place,
when progress and as a result funding came
to a halt as the limits of the then dominant
Expert Systems became apparent. This
resulted in a renewed interest in the Neural

FRAMING

Following the design vision, a speculative
design approach has been chosen.
Speculative design aims to ask critical
questions about emerging technologies.
In this process design serves as a tool to
explore these questions as well as make
them experiential. By doing so, it also takes

focus on the societal impact of emerging
technologies and how the might shape or
disrupt everyday life.

PROJECT

FRAMING

The Final Master Project (FMP) is a year-long
project that is the culmination of the Master
program of Industrial Design at TU/e. It is
executed individually by graduate students,
who are expected to bring all their design
expertise, knowledge, skills and attitude
together in a project that reflects their
vision on design and professional identity
as a designer.

them. Furthermore, there is a strong
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massive amounts of computing power.
This process of optimization is also called
“training”, and results in a trained model
or algorithm that is able to work with new
data (that is similar to the data it was trained
with) (Russel & Norvig, 2010, p. 728).
These days, a lot of the hype is surrounding
deep learning, an approach that employs
deep neural networks, basically neural
networks with more than one hidden layer.
This depth allows the network to learn
more complex data structures. There are
three different approaches to machine
learning. In supervised learning the neural
network is fed input- output pairs and it
learns how to map input in order to create
the correct output. This is for example a
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The development of these technologies
have given rise to many other new domains
such as computer vision. However, one
of the major challenges faced by the field
is the problem of opacity (Burrell, 2016).
Because the optimization these neural
networks is done autonomously, it is
virtually impossible to interpret how the
input is converted to output. The output can
be tested, and is often highly accurate, but
the logic that created is not even accessible.
As neural networks are increasingly used in
real-world applications, this is a problem
that has increasingly been getting attention
over the decade.

MACHINE LEARNING

architecture

NEURAL NETWORKS

architecture

DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS

subfield

DEEP LEARNING
Approach

SUPERVISED LEARNING /
UNSUPERVISED LEARNING /
REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

A taxonomy of artificial intelligence

OUTPUT LAYER

MACHINE LEARNING AND
NEURAL NETWORKS
Neural networks are an AI-technology
inspired by the workings of the human brain.
They consist of layers of processing units, or
neurons, through which data passes. These
neurons process the incoming data and,
if activated by that data, fire to trigger the
next layer of neurons. Neurons often receive
input data from multiple neurons, and all
these inputs are ascribed their own weight.
By adjusting these weights the accuracy of
an Neural Network can be improved. This
process of optimization is called machine
learning, and depending on the amount of
weights present in a neural network (some
contain billions these days) can require

subfield

HIDDEN LAYER

traffic signs by analyzing pictures of
traffic signs. In reinforcement learning
the neural network receives positive or
negative feedback corresponding to desired
or undesired outcomes. For example,
whenever you rate a song Spotify suggest
with a thumbs-up or down for a song it
suggested, the underlying model learns
a little bit more about your musical taste.
Finally, in unsupervised learning the neural
network is tasked with finding structure in
the input data by itself. An example of this
is the automated clustering of customers
that share similarities in order to give them
better recommendations (Danks, 2014;
Russel & Norvig, 2010, p. 594)

INPUT LAYER

FRAMING

AI boom we are experiencing today (Russel
& Norvig, 2010, p. 24).

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

FRAMING

PROJECT

neural network that learns to recognize

PROJECT

Network approach which has triggered the

Input
Output
Input
Output
Input
NEURON
A model of an an artificial neural network
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CONTEXT

AI-applications focusses on convenience.

and HAL9000 (see for example (Kissinger,

Prevailing products and services, such as
Siri* and Google Home**, are based around
smart assistants and offer the possibility to
automate significant parts of everyday life.

2018)). Another aesthetic commonly
accompanying these articles can be found
by doing a Google image search. This will
yield a collection of images characterized
by illustrations of humans figures or brains,
glowing in white and blue, with data flying
around in cyberspace. It is an aesthetic
that comes across as mystical and magical.
It highlights a tension that seems to be
present in contemporary society: we are
aware that AI is increasingly permeating our
everyday life, but in what form we do not
seem to know.

Allo, Taddeo, Wachter, & Floridi, 2016)).

2018). Later that year the state of California
adopted a new law banning bots (AI-driven
online agents) from pretending to pose a
human (Smith A. , 2018). Another big AI
story in 2018 was Amazon who had tried
to create an AI-driven recruiting tool, but
failed as the tool turned out to favor male
applicants over female applicants (Reuters,
2018). This again triggered discussions,
especially as it became apparent that these
sort of tools are already widely spread in the
recruitment industry.

While AI applications are widespread these
days, the AI industry that is producing them
is very centralized. Because data plays such
a crucial role in today’s AI development,
having access to large datasets has become
the key to power. Currently, just nine
companies dominate the field: Alphabet,
Amazon, Microsoft, IBM, Facebook,
Apple, Tencent, Baidu and Alibaba (Webb,
Levkovitz, & Perez, 2018, p. 52). Because
these tech giants are in a class of their own,
they are able to centralize all talent and
intellectual property, giving them virtually
free reign in deciding how AI applications
are employed in society. The main
paradigm that is pursued by most modern

As AI keeps gaining momentum, AI is
increasingly often covered in news and
media. These reports often expose ethical
tensions caused by the new possibilities
AI offers. For instance, in 2018 Google
unveiled Duplex, a service that can place
calls on the users behalf to make for
instance an appointment for an haircut. It
does this by mimicking human speech and
conversation in such a way that the person
on the other end of the line does not notice
that they are not talking to another human.
Although recognized as a technological
feat, it also stoked a heated debate about
the ethics of such an application (Bergen,

Interestingly, whenever popular media
reports on AI it is not uncommonly
accompanied by an archetypal image of AI
from popular culture, such as the Terminator
* https://www.apple.com/siri/
** https://store.google.com/product/google_home

FRAMING
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IN

The developments in machine learning are
responsible for the widespread impact of
AI on today’s society. As more and more
aspects of our lives are becoming digitized
we are creating more data than ever. This
vast amount available data is what gives
modern AI its potency: the fields in which
it can be applied are virtually endless. As a
result AI has been getting a lot of attention
again over recent years. While industry is on
the lookout for new economic opportunities
and disruptions (see for example (PwC,
2018) and (Dell Technologies, 2018)),
government and academic institutions
are attempting to predict and prepare for
the disruptions AI might cause for (near-)
future societies (i.e. (Stone, et al., 2016)),
as well as the ethical challenges it may pose
(i.e. (Bostrom & Yudkowsky, The ethics of
artificial intelligence, 2014)., (Mittelstadt,

PROJECT

FRAMING

AI

A number of pictures returned by Google Images when searching for “artificial intelligence”. Images reterieved from (left to right, top to bottom): https://threatpost.com/artificialintelligence-a-cybersecurity-tool-for-good-and-sometimes-bad/137831/; https://www.macobserver.com/columns-opinions/particle-debris/artificial-intelligence-becomeshuman/; https://www.ictmagazine.nl/onderzoek-meeste-it-beslissers-zien-artificial-intelligence-als-silver-bullet-cybersecurity-uitdagingen/; https://www.forbes.com/sites/
louiscolumbus/2018/04/30/sizing-the-market-value-of-artificial-intelligence/#448f3cf6ffe9
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PHILOSO PH Y O F
TECHNOLOGY IN
T H E E V E RY D AY

PROJECT

the ‘everydayness’ around us and tend to
miss the richness of it. It is this richness
that is often neglected when technological
artefacts are designed. This is because
technology is often designed to address
very narrow, specific events and tasks. They
simply provide a service or outcome, while
paying no regard to the richness of everyday
experiences (Fors & Stolterman, 2003). It is
an observation also explained by Borgmann
(1984), who calls it the device paradigm. In
this paradigm functionality and machinery
are clearly distinguished from each other.
The machinery is designed to be intangible
and invisible, while the outcome of the
functionality should be instantly available.
Software, and the algorithms found in it,
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life: their abstract and intangible nature
requires people form an understanding
based on the way they are presented to
us through aesthetics and storytelling
(Sandvig, 2014).

This brings forth one of the main challenges
that the rise of AI in everyday life poses:
the ability to meaningfully interpret the
value and meaning of the output of AI
systems. Over the past decades we have
come to expect that computers are right.
But now that autonomous computation
is being weaved in the fabric of society
this faith could become dangerous. The
debates concerning this so far have been
quite abstract and rooted in philosophy and
sociology. However, recently the fields of
design and HCI also have started to engage
this issue. While some use design as a way
to critically examine our understanding of
AI and algorithms (see for instance (Browne
& Swift, 2018)), others are arguing that
design actually plays a key role in how we

S PE C U L AT I V E
DESIGN AND
FORESIGHT
Over the past two decades, a field of
design has emerged that is specialized
in exploring the impact of technologies
in the future everyday. This field is called
speculative design. Speculative design
can be seen as a subdomain of critical
design, and is concerned with the effects
of advancing science and technology in
broader, everyday contexts. Instead of
adopting a technocentric view, design and
storytelling are used to provide a contextual
focus. Rather than examining just the
technology, it speculates on products that
could come forth from the technology and
we might live with these. The goal is to
make the cultural and societal implications
that follow perceivable, in order to allow
for open and democratic debate on how
science and technology are developed and
directed (Malpass, 2017). In the words of
Dune and Raby, good speculative design:
“force a decision onto the user, revealing
how limited choices are usually hard-wired
into products for us.” (Dunne & Raby, 2001,
pp. 45-46)

Dunagan, 2017). Notable examples are
design studios such The Extrapolation
Factory, Superflux, Tellart and strategic
consultancies such as Changeist. These
consultancies investigate possible futures
in order to inform their clients and help
them anticipate opportunities, challenges,
discussions and strategic decisions (see for
example (Smith S. , 2017)). This crossover
into the consultancy industry is helping the
field overcome one of its main criticisms:
that its contributions are often no more than
an intellectual debate amongst designers
and offer no real improvement (Malpass,
2017). Instead, often the debates resulting
from speculative design interventions are
no longer treated as an end, but as a means
to inform future policy making of companies
and institutions.

FRAMING

BLACK BOXES AND MAGICAL
THINKING
The everyday is an elusive concept. It
is, literally, nothing special or out of the
ordinary, but everything just as it should be.
Because of this we never really stop to notice

experience these technologies in everyday

machinery.
As
algorithms
become
increasingly influential in our everyday
experiences, this disconnect only grows,
feeding a culture of magical thinking about
computation: we are increasingly happy to
outsource our thinking to computational
systems and accept the output they
produce. In doing so, the underlying
processes remain opaque to us (Finn,
2017). Latour (1999, p. 304) tells us that this
opacity is the result of how we experience
technology: “Scientific and technical work
is made invisible by its own success. When
a machine runs efficiently, when a matter
of fact is settled, one need focus only on its
inputs and outputs and not on its internal
complexity. Thus, paradoxically, the more
science and technology succeed, the more
opaque and obscure they become.”

PROJECT

FRAMING

While AI is already part of our everyday
lives, it is likely that its impact will only
grow. While it is interesting and insightful
to examine its (potential) effects on society,
it might be equally valuable to explore its
effect on experiences in everyday life. In
order to do so, an understanding of the
everyday itself and the everyday experience
of technology is needed.

can be seen as such invisible, intangible

In recent years the field of speculative
design has been growing closer the field
of foresight, as design has proven to be a
great catalyst in the process of “futuring”.
Besides academic interest from fields such
as future studies, this has resulted in the
emergence of a new class of consultancies
active in the foresight practice (Candy &
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The aim of this project is to identify the
(future) role and responsibilities that
the field of design can assume in the
development of products and services
that employ AI-technologies. By adopting
a speculative design approach design
fictions are developed that speculate how
we might live with AI in the future everyday.
In particular, the future context that will
be explored is one where AI technology
is democratized: rather than having AI

value in a commercial context and what
skillset a designer should develop in this
specific field. In order to do so a deliberate
decision was made to move away from a
pure research context and find an industry
client to collaborate with. The client, Bureau
Moeilijke Dingen, is an design studio that
is looking to strengthen their vision on AI
as well as create exposure and establish
themselves AI-specialists. The pursuit of
the following outcomes have been agreed

applications being developed by tech
giants, users are empowered to define
and optimize their own AI applications. By
analyzing the developed design fictions
and the debates that they provoke insights
an attempt is made to derive insights that
benefit both the field of design and, more
specifically, the project client Bureau
Moeilijke Dingen.

upon:
1.

A vision on AI and design that can serve
to inform the development of future AI
technologies and applications.

2.

(A) design intervention(s) that serves
to:
a.

It is worth noting that this final master
project is executed in the ‘Research Design
and Development’ track. Speculative design
is a field that is traditionally more research
focused. An underlying goal of this project
is to explore how it might be used to create
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b.
c.

FRAMING

PROJECT

BRIEF

PROJECT

FRAMING

DESIGN

provoke debate about the
opportunities and challenges that
AI poses;
position Bureau Moeilijke Dingen
within that debate;
provides exposure for BMD as a
design studio with affinity for AI;
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SECTION

II

DESIGN
PROCESS
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This section discusses the design activities that
were undertaken during the project. The design
space is constructed, the role of design fictions is
discussed and it is explained how they informed the
developement of the Artificial Intelligence Training
Center, the expostion that was on display during
Dutch Design Week 2018.
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DEFINING

is

no

fixed

methodology

for

In order to do this successfully, speculative
designs need to be positioned in a
convincing narrative. To achieve this
the design space needs to be carefully
considered and defined. If it is too familiar, it
is difficult to provoke critical reflection from
the audience, but the same will happen if
the design space is too unrelatable. Coming
up with a satisfying design space requires
some insight in how the future might be
examined.

speculative design. However, attempts have
been made to provide a collection of tactics
that can be employed during the process
(Auger, 2013; Malpass, 2017). These tactics
serve to do more than simply provoke, as a
lot of nuances need to be taken into account:
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design space.

POSSIBLE
PLAUSIBLE
PRESENT

“Rather than presenting utopic or
dystopian visions, speculative designs
pose challenging statements that
attempt to explore ethical and societal
implications of new science and the role
product and industrial design plays in
delivering this new science.” (Malpass,
2017, p. 101)

ON FUTURES AND
FORECASTING
There are many possible futures, but
they are not all equally probable. Dune
& Raby’s Taxonomy of Futures (Dunne &
Raby, 2013) provides a visual aid in thinking
about possible futures. They distinguish
possible, plausible and probable futures.
Interrogating what is possible, plausible
and probable is called forecasting.

analyzed to identify signals that might
point to certain futures. In this project
Future Probing was used, a forecasting
methodology developed by foresight
consultancy Summ()n (Summ()n). In
Future Probing, signals (new trends and
developments that deviate from the
current mainstream) are identified by doing
research into the domain that is being
forecasted. Signals in related and more
general domains are identified as well.
By exploring these signals as if they were
the new main stream, similarities for each
domain can be identified. By looking for
common ground between these similarities,
core qualities of a new possible mainstream
can be defined. These are than translated
into future probes: physical artefacts that
could exist in this new mainstream. These
future probes aid in mapping out speculative

PROCESS

DESIGN

SPACE

Due to the fast pace at which AI is developing
it is difficult to assess the lasting societal
impact it has; during the time needed to
examine the effects of an AI application
several new developments have likely
already taken place. Speculative design can
be a powerful tool for creating the distance
needed to examine the societal effects of
emerging technologies such as AI.
There

In forecasting, current developments are

DESIGN

PROCESS

DESIGN

THE

BL E
ERABALE
EFER
REF
P
PR

PROBABLE

Taxonomy of Futures, illustration by Dunne & Raby
Reproduction by Luke Noothout
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L AY IN G

A

FO U N DATIO N

DESIGN

continue to persist. Furthermore it became
clear that the field of AI is being dominated
by a handful of companies.
Expert Interviews
Together with fellow graduate student
Jeroen Cox two experts interviews were
conducted early in the process: Peter
Bihr and Iskander Smit. The goal of these
interviews was to provide and validate
insights into AI, but also to inspire new
ideas for our projects. Iskander Smit is head
of innovation at digital consultancy Info.
nl. He has also been a visiting professor at
the Connected Everyday Lab at TU Delft,
where he currently holds a position as PhD
candidate. Peter Bihr is the founder and
managing director of research, strategy

24

Cat. He is also co-founder of ThingsCon,
an international non-profit advocating for
a responsible, human centered Internet
of Things. Both are actively following and
analyzing the current state of AI.

improving, we will interact with more and
more AIs in more direct ways. A related
domain that was scanned for signals is
that of the Internet of Things (IoT). As an
increasingly wide range of objects gets
outfitted with increasingly sophisticated
sensors, more and more data is generated
by and embedded in the world around
us. This data is not directly accessible
or experiential for us, but it does enable
AIs and algorithms to make sense of the
world. Two more general domains that were
scanned were ‘new practices’ and ‘new
models’. These contained signals such as
micro farming and the GDPR. Both of these
domains point towards more decentralized
way of doing things, where the individual
has the opportunity to gain more control and
become less dependent from the traditional
instates and ecosystems.

Peter and Iskander provided an interesting
holistic perspective because they are
both professionally situated between the
technical developments and the societal
applications. While echoing that narrow AI
will remain the norm, they also raised two
societal issues. The first being the lack of
transparency inherent to the technology,
especially since AI is increasingly being
given more authority in decision making
processes. The second is the concentration
of data at the few biggest tech companies,
giving them the edged needed to dominate
and steer the field of AI. Both saw salvation
in Bureau Moeilijke Dingen’s vision of
democratized AI as a possible solution, as it
would reduce the sphere of influence AI has
as well as make users less dependent on a
small group of companies.
Future Probing
Although the previous activities helped to
develop an understanding of the present
landscape of AI, they did not make
inherently clear what the future of AI could
look like. For this the aforementioned
method of Future Probing was applied.

as

AI

capabilities

keep

The future that these signals sketch is one
where the digital reality starts to become
as important as physical reality. It is up to
the individual to leverage the digital in their
advantage, or they risk being overtaken by
it. This means learning how to use data and
algorithms in a way that benefits them.

Future Probing

Peter Bihr (L) and Iskander Smit (R)

PROCESS

Research in AI
Research into AI resulted in a better
understanding of the dominant AI
technology, machine learning. It also
showed how the public perception of AI
(all-knowing entities with (super)human
intelligence famous from science fiction) is
still far from reality: there is no consensus
on the viability of such artificial general
intelligence, which means that the highly
specialized narrow AI paradigm will

Furthermore,
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A large part of the first semester was
devoted to exploring what a suitable design
space would be. This was done by creating
a foundation of knowledge about AI through
literature research, analyzing trends and
conducting expert interviews, as well as
forecasting the future of AI through future
probing.

and foresight consultancy The Waving

Signals from four domains were analyzed.
First was the domain of Artificial intelligence,
where signals point towards a wider, low
threshold access to AI technologies.
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The future to be designed for is one
where AI technology is democratized.
This means that rather than using AI
applications created and optimized
by industry, users themselves are
empowered to employ and manage
their AI. This means AI could be infused
into every aspect of everyday that they
see fit. The dominant AI technology is
machine learning, which means that
users have train these AI applications
using datasets. This results in a future
everyday filled with very narrow,
personal AI-applications embodied
in mundane objects, performing only
as good as the training they received
by their owner. In this future a new
dynamic emerges between AI and user,
as the degree of insight possessed and
responsibility carried by users enables
and requires them to actively engage
with the AI rather than use it passively.

CRAFTING
FICTIONS
One of the challenges throughout the
process was to deal with the abstract and
conceptual nature of the main theme: AI
in the future everyday. A crucial tactic for
doing so was storytelling, as it made the
subjects more relatable, which made it
easier to provoke reflection. In speculative
design, storytelling is done through
prototypes, which are often referred to
as design fictions. Design fictions “afford
us the possibility to see the world not only

explored through what Auger calls the
“ecological approach”, which is useful for
grounding speculative concepts in familiar
reality (Auger, 2013, p. 13). By placing
superficial ideas into an everyday context,
plot holes emerged that needed to be
filled. For example, early questions that
emerged were “If we need to train our own
AI-applications, where do we get required
data?” and “How do we know if the data is
good or bad?”. It can be imagined that we

as it is, but also as it could be.” (Malpass,
2017, p. 54). The creation of design fictions
played two important roles throughout the
process. First of all, it served as an ideation
tool. Secondly, rather than resorting to
abstract discussions, it allowed for the
communication of ideas and concepts in
way that was more relatable and easier to
understand.

could buy datasets in stores, which resulted
in Data Fuel, an imaginary dataset brand.
This led to new hypothetical questions such
as “Who checks the quality of datasets
before they can be sold in the store?”
and “What is the difference between the
datasets of an expensive premium brand
and a cheap budget brand?”. This process
of detailing was crucial in weaving the
mundane complexity needed for speculative
design. It required design decisions to be
made that crystalized fuzzy concepts into
very concrete questions.

DESIGN FICTIONS AS A TOOL
FO R ID E ATIO N
From early in the design process mini
scenarios where explored within the larger
narrative up-held by the established
design space. These scenarios were mainly
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Although very rough and low fidelity, the
design fictions developed in the early

phase of the process helped explore
the new dynamic between users and AI,
raising larger questions such as: “How
do test if an AI-application is ready to act

PROCESS

SPACE

All the activities described above resulted in
a rich understanding of AI technology and
its position in contemporary society, as well
as possible visions of its future. From this
foundation the requirements of the design
space were derived, which resulted in the
following overarching narrative:

DESIGN
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Exploring scenarios
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FO R D EB ATE
Besides fueling ideation, the design fictions
also served as catalysts for debate. They
made it possible for people outside of the
project to experience and react to the
ideas and propositions embedded in the
objects. The debates that emerged from
this served to navigate the design space and
find out which narratives were interesting to
flesh out. Bureau Moeilijke Dingen played
an important role in this process. As the
client of this project, they were actively
involved throughout the process. Ideas and
narratives that resulted from the research
were discussed, evaluating which were
interesting and which were not. In these
discussions their expertise in the field of
AI was crucial, as they were able to test
the validity of claims, and steered the
discussions to topics that they themselves
hoped to interrogate through this project.

PROCESS

DESIGN FICTIONS AS A TOOL

application express uncertainty?” and
“Who is responsible for the outcome of the
actions of an AI-application? Eventually
this perspective developed into a set of
scenarios where our AI-applications are not
unlike our pets, requiring their owners to
take care of them and look after them. This
narrative tied together all the challenges
and themes so far explored in the project. It
posed the dilemma that while training your
own AI-application might be tedious it offers
a new degree of insight and transparency.
It interrogated the ethical dilemmas of
autonomy and responsibility that emerge
when authority is given to AI-applications.
And it portrayed AI applications as
imperfect entities, that are only as good as
the data and training they receive.

DESIGN

autonomously?”, “When should an AI-

Early DataFuel Concept
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Below each scenario and the corresponding
design fictions are briefly explained. More
detailed descriptions can be found in the
M2.1 report (appendix G). At the exhibition
each scenario was contextualized by a
short, handwritten note.

I:

TERRY T H ER M O S TAT

Day 32 - Can’t seem to get thermostat
AI to become confident enough to stop
asking me questions. What am I doing
wrong??
Day 34 – Kevin from work recommended
confidant, a business that trains your
AI for you. Not sure though after what I
read in Bowman’s HTTYCF. Will it still be
my AI? What about privacy?? I will have
to sleep on it…
Day 37 – Feels like I’m still operating the
thermostat myself, calling confidant this
afternoon.

TerryThermostat
TerryThermostat is an AI-application
created by its owner to manage the
thermostat. However, after a month of
training the accuracy of Terry is still not
high enough to act autonomously. Instead,
Terry constantly asks whether the decision
it wants to make is the right one, to the
annoyance of its owner. This behavior
emphasizes that AIs are not infallible
and AIs that utilize machine learning
need to be trained properly. However, its
insecurity offers an interesting tradeoff: it
communicates its intentions and explains

how it came to them. By providing Terry
with feedback the goal of the owner is
to make Terry confident enough to act
autonomously.
How to Train your Coffee Machine by David
Bowman
This fictional book presents an almost
pet-like relationship between owner and
AI. It reasserts the process of training an
AI almost as a process of bonding. This
way it becomes a more playful, reciprocal
interaction, where the effort has to be
put in to reap the benefits, which in turn
proposes a more personal relationship with
AI-applications
Confidant AI Training Professionals
As training AI-applications can become
a tedious task, this could potentially be
outsourced to professionals. Confidant
is positioned as such a company. While
convenient, such a company also poses
dilemmas, as it is a third party that is
granted access to personal data, and is
allowed to mediate in personal experiences.
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At the demoday exhibition that concluded
the M2.1 semester the first set of high quality
design fictions was presented. They were
positioned within three different scenarios
that all offered a different perspective to the
overarching narrative of democratized AI.
The goal of this exhibition was invite people
engage in discussion about the propositions
and questions raised in the scenarios, in
order to test the quality of the storytelling
and assess if any interesting new insights
emerged.

SCENARIO

DESIGN
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ARTEFACTS FR O M
A FUTURE OF
D E M O C R AT IZE D A I
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SCENARIO

I I:

NOTE

TO

MOM

Chris

Datafuel and Smart’n Up
Photobot is an AI-application tasked with
curating photo albums. However, it was not
functioning properly, misinterpreting the
content of the photos resulting collections
that make no apparent sense. It turns out
that the reason for this is that it was trained
on a “bad” dataset.
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I think I figured out why PhotoBot kept
selecting these weird photos for photo
albums. Turns out it was trained the
right way, but with bad data. I found
this old Smart ‘n Up package, I think you
used it? I bought you a new dataset with
a much higher EAAA-score (the little
stars on the package). It’s a bit more
expensive, but it’s totally worth it! I had
to reset PhotoBot though, so it needs to
regain confidence (so it might bug you a
bit and ask you questions about photos),
but it’s already working way better! Let
me know if it works!

DESIGN
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Hi mom,

Datafuel and Smart’n up are two brands
that make datasets, one premium, the other
budget. The contrast between the two
illustrates that the data used for training
is crucial in machine learning. This raises
questions about the value and usage of data
in todays society.
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SCENARIO

I I I:

G RE AT

N E W S!

Hi Darling,
Great news! The EAAA letter is in, we
can finally start using Albert :) The only
thing we still need to do is update the
insurance, but the fee is a bit higher than
we thought it would be. Can you take a
look at it? I’m off to the super market
(hopefully for the last time ever ha ha!!)

DESIGN

and monitoring autonomous systems. The
EAAA holds users accountable for the
actions of their AI-applications, and thus
they need to be registered and insured.
INSURAI offers such insurance policies,
but what aspects should be weighed when
determining the fee? Both the EAAA and
INSURAI propose mechanisms that are
not yet in place, but are already relevant in
today’s society.

However, some interesting insights were
taken away from the demoday exhibition.
What resonated most with people was the
portrayal of AI-applications as clumsy and
imperfect, as it clashed with how AI is often
imagined: infallible.
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EAAA and INSURAI letters
Who carries responsibility for the actions of
an AI-application? The EAAA represents a
fictional EU institution tasked with grading

The design fictions proved to be a great way
to captures people’s attention and draw
them in, as they often perceived as strange,
but existing everyday objects. Although this
did result in some discussions regarding the
subject, the narrative presented at the demo
day was still too diffuse. The design fictions
often drew attention to the implications of
the AI-applications, rather than focusing
on
the
AI-applications
themselves.
Furthermore, although engaging, the design
fictions were static, and did not explain a lot
about the inner workings of AI, something
that Bureau Moeilijke Dingen was interested
in.
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DERIVED INSIGHTS

Together with Bureau Moeilijke Dingen
these first outcomes were discussed. It
was decided that this image of imperfect,
mundane, narrow AI was to be pursued
further. From an interaction design
perspective, the concept of “training” your
own AI-application seemed rich in potential.
Furthermore, an effort was to be made to
make more interactive design fictions, that
allowed people to experience the presented
scenarios rather than just observe them.
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interact and experience the narrative rather
than observe it. In other words, the aim was
to create an “experiential future” (Candy &
Dunagan, 2017).
Bureau Moeilijke Dingen was offered an
exhibition space in Natlab** by Baltan , an
art and design research center based in
Eindhoven, as part of their Frankenstein
Exhibition.
This
exhibition
included
multiple installations that all addressed the
tension between humans and autonomous
technology (Baltan Laboratories, 2018).
Now that the spot had been secured, the
exhibition itself had to be designed.
* https://www.ddw.nl/en/home
** http://www.baltanlaboratories.org/
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THE ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
TRAINING CENTER
In order to create an experiential future, it
had to be framed in a coherent narrative.
This narrative was to inform the way the
expo was presented, in terms of objects,
experience and (visual) communication. In
other words: the narrative should bind all
the elements of the design fiction together

products infused with AI would be trained
to function correctly. This would position
the visitors as “AI trainers” who are tasked
with teaching mundane AI how to function
properly and desirably. This narrative had a
number of promising aspects. First of all, it
would offer visitors insight into the training
process necessary for optimizing AI. This
could be leveraged to tap into a host of
themes such as bias, data quality, accuracy
and transparency. Furthermore, the
everyday products in the expo would all be

into a holistic story that was understandable
to visitors and could suspend their disbelief
to engage in the presented speculation.

examples of AI with a clear specialization,
painting an understandable picture of the
current paradigm: narrow AI.

At the core of the speculation was the
concept of training your own AI-application.
This new dynamic between user and AI
provided a new perspective for exploring
the opportunities and challenges of
everyday AI and the position design could
assume in this concept. Taking this as a
starting point narratives were constructed
around it which served to provide a context
in which the training of everyday AI could
take place. One of the ideas was to create
a “school for AI”, a place where everyday

This narrative was refined into the Artificial
Intelligence Training Center. The Artificial
Intelligence Training Center is positioned
in a future where everyday objects have
become infused with AI and where AI
technology had been democratized. The
AITC is a speculative workshop where
these everyday objects could be trained to
function properly. Everything was designed
from this precept.

and even convince a number of visitors
into believing the AITC was a real, existing
institution.

In order to create a professional, coherent
aesthetic everything was branded following
AITC guidelines. This attention to detail
was crucial in bringing everything together.
The AITC logo had to appear as a legitimate
tech company logo and went through a
number of iterations before a final version
was settled on. To reference computeraesthetics a monospaced font, which is
commonly used in programming interfaces,
was incorporated in the branding. The
branding, which also included BMD’s own
characteristic orange signal color, was
applied throughout the entire exhibition:
from printed outings to the interfaces of
the screens. Other elements to “dress up”
the AITC included details such a pricelist
of services but also elements of the space
itself such as wiring and tube systems. The
resulting experience was convincing enough

Above: The Artificial Intelligence Training Center Logo
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In speculative design projects design
fictions are often placed in the public
domain, in order to engage as many people
as possible and enable a widespread
societal debate. Throughout the project,
the Dutch Design Week* was considered to
be a great opportunity to engage with the
public domain, as it is one of the biggest
design events of Europe drawing in a wide
audience consisting of people, institutions
and industry. One key requirement that
was set was that visitors had to be able to

FUTURE

to have people engage in our design fiction

for each artefact – that is outfitted with
a screen on which the training status of
the artefact was displayed and training
instructions which visitors could use to
guide the interactions with the artefact.
Each workstation also has its own industrial
looking start-button which is used to start
a new training session. It was important
to steer away from typical museum or
exhibition aesthetics as it would raise a
barrier between the design fiction and the
visitors rather than invite them to engage
with it. Therefor the AITC was designed
along the image of an electrical engineering
laboratory / workshop: a pseudo-scientific
environment but not as clinical as a
chemistry lab.

DESIGN
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The AITC contains four workstations – one

Left: A render of a workstation
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THE
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immediately recognize the artefacts they
were looking at in order to allow them to
juxtapose this with the new interactions
and functionalities AI offered. This contrast
between familiar and unfamiliar made it
easier to isolate the element that was to be
highlighted: the AI. For this reason, cathoderay tube televisions were used rather than
modern flat screens. The artefacts were
outfitted with orange elements as visual
manifestations of AI and to accentuate the
depiction of AI as “add-on”. Furthermore,
at each opportunity it was emphasized that
AI is computational technology. This was
for instance done by making command line
interfaces (or CLI’s) part of the interaction,
showing that the artefact was reading and
analyzing data.

Below follows a description of the
(interaction) design of each artefact, as well
as the technology used. The contributors
are listed at each artefact.

PROCESS
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As Auger (2013) explains, a balance need
to be found in the amount or complexity of
knowledge that needs to be communicated
to visitors in order to have them engage
with the design fiction. Because of this,
the artefacts were based on archetypical
depictions – an approach that can be
compared to “defamiliarization” (Bell,
Blythe, & Sengers, 2005). Visitors had to

its (technological) complexity the work
of realizing the exhibition was delegated
between the author and the staff of Bureau
Moeilijke Dingen. The role of the author was
to establish a vision driving the exhibition,
making everything conceptually sound,
as well as developing the concepts of the
artefacts that would be placed in the AITC,
including the function, interaction and basic
aesthetics. The author was intensively
involved in the realization of two of the
artefacts: the television and the security
camera.
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A lot of attention had gone in designing the
AITC to make sure that it would provide
a suitable backdrop for the interactive
element of the exhibition: the artefacts
themselves. An important objective of the
design fiction was to reposition AI as an
everyday, mundane technology rather than
a mystical black box. Archetypes played an
important role in achieving this.

Because of the scale of the exhibition and
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it retrieved from the picture, such as age,

fits the demographics it has identified.
The television then starts playing the
programing and waits for feedback. A
static noise effect is included to mimic the
television changing channels and make the
interaction more believable.

gender, facial expression, the presence
of spectacles, etc. From these labels the
television uses the retrieved age and gender
to come to a very rough demographic, and
picks five programs from a preselected list
that fit the demographic.

Concept
The television is inspired by one of the
most widespread types of AI-applications:
recommender systems. The idea is to create
an experience where people are able to
directly interact with such a system, rather
than passively receive recommendations.

The viewer can provide negative feedback by
hitting the television in a similar way faulty
cathode-ray tubes were hit. This interaction
seemed fitting as it is very recognizable and
illustrative. The absence of this hit for a set
amount of time is interpreted as positive
feedback (the viewer keeps watching and
thus the program was a good choice).
Whenever the television detects feedback
it displays the CLI, showing the user how
the feedback is being used to update the
algorithm to come to a better program
selection in the future. It then selects a

Design and Interaction
The television is a black and white television
equipped with a camera which it uses for
facial analysis. The camera is positioned
in an orange container which covers the
controls, making it impossible to operate
the TV without the AI. When not being
trained, the television displays the camera
feed, drawing a box around the head of the
nearest person labeled “Viewer Detected”,
communicating that the television is
continuously monitoring its environment in
search of possible viewers.
Whenever a person stands in front of the
television and initiates a new training
session by pressing the start button, a
photo of the viewers face is captured and
analyzed. Whenever processing data,
the television screen displays a CLI that
updates the viewer about each step. The
viewer can see what age, gender and mood
the AI retrieves from the photo, after which
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BUILT IN CAMERA
TAP DETECTOR
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the AI selects a television program that

Contributors
•
Concept: Luke Noothout
•
Design, 3D modeling, Assembly:
Danny Yang
•
Programming and Interaction Design:
Luke Noothout
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TELEVISION

different program and this cycle continuous
until five programs have been started or
positive feedback is received.
Technology
The software powering the television is
written in programming language Python
and uses a popular machine-vision library
called OpenCV *. OpenCV makes it possible
to analyze the video feed from the camera
and detect objects – in this case faces.
When a new training session is started the
television scans the camera feed for the
nearest viewer and sends a photo of the
viewer’s face to Amazon Rekognition**, an AI
powered image analysis tool from Amazon.
Rekognition then returns a number of labels

DISPLAY

* https://opencv.org/
** https://aws.amazon.com/rekognition/
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SECURITY

CAM

Design and Interaction
The security cam is a camera hooked
up to a monitor and control interface.

cam returns to looking for faces.
TECHNOLOGY
The software of the security camera is
written in Python and uses a powerful
model called face_recognition* to detect
and recognize faces. This model is built with
deep learning, resulting in very accurate
results. This is needed so that the camera
would is capable of comparing faces to its
database to see if the person in question
already has an ID and a rating. Furthemore,
the fact that the camera can recognize
whoever was standing in front of it amplifies
a feeling of surveillance. It is worth nothing
that all of the software is created from open
source material. This means that everybody
with the right skills and know-how can use
it built software applications capable of
recognizing and tracking people.

Whenever a face is detected in the video
feed it is assigned an ID Number and a
“suspiciousness rating” which is displayed
in a colored frame. When a new training
session is started the viewer is presented
with a photo and the request to rate how
suspicious this person looks on a scale from
1 to 10. A control box underneath is used by
the user to input ratings and other feedback.
After five faces have been ranked the viewer
is prompted with a photo of their own face.
They are then asked to confirm if they are
the person on the photo. If they are (the
systems sometimes makes a mistake during
this phase) they are than asked if they are
willing to add their face to the dataset. This
means that their face could be ranked by
other people in future training sessions.

MONITOR

USER INPUT INTERFACE

*
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SECURITY CAMERA
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Concept
The security cam touches on two subject.
It refers to facial analysis and tracking, a
surveillance technology that is increasingly
common in society. The way people are
training the model addresses the issue of
bias in algorithms: by training the security
cam on subjective data, its output will
become biased.

After receiving this final answer the security
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Contributors
•
Concept: Luke Noothout
•
Design, Assembly: Paul van Beek, Joep
Elderman, Luke Noothout
•
Programming and Interaction Design:
Luke Noothout

https://pypi.org/project/face_recognition/
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of letters was designed, ranging from

Contributors
•
Concept: Luke Noothout, Simon
Bavinck
•
Design, 3D modeling, Assembly: Tijs
Duel
•
Programming and Interaction Design:
Tijs Duel

obvious lottery promotions to more covert
banking campaigns to letters from ones
grandparents.

Concept
One of the most established AI-applications
is arguably the spam filter. Whenever we
are labeling spam, we are training the
underlying algorithm to better detect spam.
Yet, in order to significantly improve its
important a much larger number of inputs
is needed. This is easy to forget in the digital
space, but becomes more apparent when
real physical letters are involved.

Technology
Inside the mailbox sits a contraption that
can open the lid and catch letters that are
being put in. The letter contains an NFC
card that is read by an NFC reader in the
contraption and triggers one of two actions:
accept the letter or shoot it back. In the first
catch a hatch opens, allowing the letter to
fall through. In the latter a set of wheels
starts spinning and is pressed against the
letter launching it out of the mailbox.

MAIL DETECTION
& LAUNCH SYSTEM

Seemingly a regular mailbox commonly
seen in Dutch streetscapes, the mailbox
is outfitted with an automated lid. When a
training session is started the lid opens to
accept a letter. When a letter is deposited in
the mailbox the lid closes and the mailbox
processes the letter. When the letter is
classified as spam or undesirable, the lid
opens again and the letter is shot back out
of the mailbox. If the letter is okayed it
drops out of the bottom in a tray.

PROCESS

AUTOMATED HINGE

Design and Interaction
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People can train the mailbox to accept
certain letters by preventing the mailbox
from shooting it out. They do so by forcing
the lid to stay shut during processing,
communicating to the mailbox that the
letter shouldn’t be accepted. A variety
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NIGHTLIGHT

Technology

Contributors
•
Concept: Luke Noothout, Simon
Bavinck
•
Design, 3D modeling, Assembly:
Danny Yang
•
Programming and Interaction Design:
Pepijn Verburg

Inside the nightlight a raspberry pi runs
a model that has been trained in Tensor
Flow* on a dataset of snoring sounds
and exhibition sounds. By doing so it has
learned to a degree to classify incoming
audio data in either of the two categories.
A microphone captures audio that is then
processed by the trained model. Once it
has classified the audio, there is a timewindow in which it waits for feedback on its
classification.

PULL SWITCH
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Design and Interaction
The nightlight appears to be a normal
nightlight except for an orange module in
its foot outfitted with a microphone. The
nightlights functionality is that it turns off
when it detects the sound of somebody
snoring. In order to achieve this the
nightlight needs to be trained on what
snoring sounds like. When a training session
starts the light turns on and the microphone
starts recording. People can snore or make
other sounds in the microphone. When the
nightlight thinks it is hearing a snore it turns
off. When it doesn’t recognize the sound it
stays on. After a time window people can
correct the nightlights behavior by pulling
the light switch before the session is ended.
This turns the light off if it incorrectly stayed
on or vice versa. The nightlight registers this
as negative feedback and uses it to update
its algorithm.

MICROPHONE

*
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Concept
The nightlight explores how AI could lead to
new ways of interacting with products, that
are more in linked to the context in which
they are placed.

https://www.tensorflow.org/
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The audience that visited the AITC was,
as hoped, very diverse. It included day
trippers stumbling across the exhibition,
as well as professionals actively searching
out AI-related exhibitions. Some of them
where actively looking to network with
Bureau Moeilijke Dingen, others were totally
indifferent towards the project. This provide
a rich collection of different interactions
and discussions. What follows are notable
responses for each artefact.

* https://www.ddw.nl/nl/programma/534/ddw-talkwalk-an-introduction-to-future-living
** ht tps://w w w.ddw.nl /nl /maga zine-archief/165/
future-living-route
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had for instance the tendency to classify

Discovering what the television estimated
their gender, age and facial expression
to be was an interesting experience for
most people, especially to those who
were less familiar with AI. The estimation
was often not too far off from reality, and
the returned age was generally below
the viewer’s real age. This resulted in
people feeling flattered by the AI, and
jokingly asking “where can I buy one?”.
Furthermore people regularly wanted
another try, trying to manipulate the
AI to estimate for instance a lower age
or different facial expression. The link
between estimated demographics and
television programs was clear enough
for people to understand that the
television was being trained to come up
with better recommendations. This also
made it possible for people to critically

Asian women as teenage boys) interesting
discussions emerged. This was an already
trained algorithm which we could not
correct, but yet it was also an algorithm that
is being used in commercial applications
such as marketing. So how often had these
women already been mistaken for 14
year old boys in real everyday situations?
Experiencing these limitations sparked
more critical discussions about how this
technology could and should employed.

assess the functionality of the system,
prompting questions about whether or
not the relation between demographic
and viewing taste was a valid one. It
made people sensitive to the fact that the
Television was limited by the decisions
that were made by whoever made the
system, and how this could lead to bias
and generalization (“But now it will think
all 30-year old women want to see this.”)

with for instance darker skin tones had to be
rated, people were careful to come across
as unbiased. The artefact was meant to
deliver people a feeling of slight unease,
which often resulted in a more critical and
serious discussions.

Exposing aspects and processes that
normally tend to remain hidden fueled
interesting discussions. It became
experiential how imprecision and
assumptions of the system could lead
to wrong outcomes. Especially when
Amazon Rekognition blatantly failed (it

SECURITY CAM
Out of the artefacts the security camera was
the most provocative, as it tapped into the
more uncanny themes surrounding AI such
as surveillance. Because the question was
so subjective (“How suspicious does this
person look?) people felt encumbered to
judge other people. Especially when people
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During the Dutch Design Week the Artificial
Intelligence Training Center received a
steady flow of visitors. Although now official
visitor count was kept, a rough estimation
would be between 600 and 1000 visitors.
Thanks to Annelies Termeer of VPRO
Medialab, the DDW organization offered
an additional platform for exposure in the
form of a talk at the event “DDW Talk and
Walk, an introduction to future living”*. The
author was invited to present the project at
this event, as the AITC was featured on the
Future Living route** curated by the DDW
organization.

THE TELEVISION

DESIGN

PROCESS

AU DIENCE
RESPONSE

These discussions included debates on
what you ethically can and cannot do
with the technology, with people often
referring to surveillance practices as the
ones being implemented in China (Cadell,
2018). Another aspect that evoked a strong
response was the subjectivity of the input.
This was done for multiple reasons. First
of all, it caused people to reflect on how
the data going in would result in a certain
output. Furthermore it challenged the
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PROCESS

NIGHTLIGHT

judgement, although exaggerated in this
case, will always taint it. This served as a
stepping stone for discussions about real
life examples of bias in AI, such as Amazon’s
CV-selecting AI mishap (Reuters, 2018).

nightlight what snoring sounds like is
conceptually easy to grasp. This made
it possible for people to reflect on the
context in which it was to be used. To some
people a snoring-deactivated nightlight
made more sense than to others, while a
number of people were also imaging other
use cases such as healthcare. Interestingly
it seemed to do a good job of tying the AI
down in physical reality with experiential
consequences.

was championed by one woman who
happened to work
for that specific
lottery. Anecdotes like these made it
comprehensible to people how an AI could
be tailored through its training process.

PROCESS

M AILBOX
The mailbox was the artefact that
conceptually seemed to be the most
accessible to people. People often joked
“Where can I buy this?” and were keen on
seeing tax-letters being launched from the
mailbox (“Good riddance!”). It served as
good vehicle to explain AI could be used
to personalize functionality, as everybody
assessed the value of each letter through
their own frame of reference. Some
people might label letters from the WWF
as unwanted spam, while others might be
donators. Even the lottery advertisement

DESIGN

DESIGN

image of data being objective as human

The mailbox also served as a vehicle
communicate the amount of data required
to train an AI. After people had prevented
a letter from being ejected the mailbox
would still eject the letter the next time
it registered it. By letting people try this it
could be illustrated how much data was
needed for the AI to recognize the pattern.
Some visitors also started to speculate on
how by designing the aesthetics of letters
could be used to deceive the mailbox into
thinking it was not looking at spam.
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In the final section the process and the retrieved
data are analysed and tied together to come to new
insights. It is explained how these insights are turned
into value propositions for the client Bureau Moeilijke
Dingen. Finally the project the project and resulting,
holistic insights are discussed.
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The first observation was that almost
everybody had an idea of what AI was. Even
more interestingly, a significant group was
even familiar with more advanced concepts
such as neural networks and machine
learning. The ideas of people with little
to none knowledge about AI leaned more
towards magical thinking. On the other hand,
people who were knowledgeable about
AI often started raising objections against
the name Artificial Intelligence Training
Center, as they found “AI” too general
and associated the artefacts strongly with
machine learning. The sentiment towards
AI also varied strongly. There were those
who couldn’t wait to see what wonders AI
would bring to humanity, but there were

What follows are three discussions that
portray the diversity of knowledgeability,
sentiment and perspective present in
the audience. An ex-computer scientist
confessed that she had left the field as
she became scared of how unethically and
ill-considered AI-applications were being
developed and deployed. She was initially
wary that the exhibition shared this careless
approach, but she was glad to learn that
it adopted a more critical perspective.
In contrast, two men working for a start
developing AI-applications for customer
services praised the automation that AI
can bring. When asked if customers should
be informed that they’re talking to an AI,
they said no, as in their experience people
get angry about that really quickly. Finally,
an elderly couple visited the exhibition
after attending the DDW Talk and Walk
presentation. They were curious to learn
about what AI could do, and see what all the
fuzz was about.

the idea that automating everything through

4 and 5, as they were deemed the retrieve
the most insightful answers.

AI will inherently bring convenience and
the idea that AI will take over our jobs. The
polarized nature of the responses and the
referral to archetypes pointed to a lack of
literacy in AI among the participants: due
to the lack of understanding of AI more
extreme ideas about it seemed to dominate
the discussions. This prevented most
participants to adopt a nuanced position.

The goal of the questionnaires was to invite
visitors to reflect on AI and their experience
at the AITC. Two different questionnaires
were distributed (appendix A). The first was
comprised of 5 questions:

The results of the questionnaire where
analysed using thematic analysis (Braun
& Clarke, 2006). Although some very
course themes could be identified, the
qualitative data was very diffuse and
filled with contradicting and conflicting
statements. For example, one response
read “AI could advise humans to help them
act rationally”, while another warned that
“AI is not to replace human judgement.” All
the responses can be found in appendix
B. Although not apparent at first, it were
these contradictions that provided an
interesting insight that is easy to overlook
or dismiss: the debate surrounding AI
is incredibly polarized. Upon closer
inspection, the statements resulting from

1.

the questionnaire seemed to point to
certain archetypal ideas about AI, such as

2.

3.
4.
5.

How familiar are with Artificial
Intelligence?
What smart products do you already
own? How are they different from the
ones in the Training Center?
What did the AIs in the Training Center
do right? And what did they do wrong?
What AI(s) would you train for your
house? Why?
What are your hopes and fears for AI?

A small design exploration was made based
on these insights: a booklet titled What AI
Could Give US / What AI Could Cost US
(appendix C). Depending on the direction it
is read, it paints a optimistic or pessimistic
image about the future of AI. The goal of this
exploration was to see if the insights could
be turned into value proposition, such as
a discussion tool. Although this idea never
became more than an exploration, it did
work well to get the point of a widespread
lack of literacy in AI across.

SENSE
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As mentioned, the exhibition at the Dutch
Design Week attracted a wide audience
which resulted in rich discussions.
These discussions where not formally
documented, but did provide some
interesting observations which will be
shortly discussed here.

also those who felt worried and uneasy
about the ethical dilemmas AI poses. What
they all had in common was an awareness
that AI was having an impact on society.

One of the main challenges of the project
was to not just use speculative design
with the intent to create a space for
discussions, but to turn these discussions
into meaningful insights. In order to so
the exhibition at the Dutch Design Week
was also used as a moment of qualitative
research. A total of 39 questionnaires were
retrieved. The selection of these participant
followed no specific protocol. Instead, the
informal discussions with visitors served
as a barometer: if people seemed engaged,
they were invited to fill out a questionnaire.

questionnaire was reduced in to questions

MAKING

SENSE

INFORMAL
DISCUSSIONS AND
O B S E R VAT IO N S

Q UESTIO N NAIRES

It quickly became evident that this
questionnaire did not work as intendent in
the context of the exhibition. The questions
were harder to answer than anticipated,
and it required a significant amount of time
for visitors to fill them out. Therefor the
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AI as a manipultorr
HOW PEOPLE ENVISION AI

TRAINING AI
Generally, AI that consumers encounter
are already trained, seemingly converting
input to output through magic. That is, if the
consumer is even aware that AI is involved in
the experience. These AI are already trained
and optimized, and the user interacting with
the AI has no clue whatsoever about the
values and parameters that were involved
in this optimization process. This creates a
certain relationship between user and AI:
the user renounces control and auditability
in favor of convenience, which shifts the
power of balance towards AI and sustains

magical thinking about AI.
The AI that could be found in the AITC broke
with this paradigm, as they fulfilled stupid
tasks, made mistakes and to an extent
made their inner processes visible. This
made the tradeoff explicit that normally
remains hidden to consumers. It showed
the dynamics at work of how reality is
abstracted to data which can be used in
computational processes, and translated
back into real world consequences. In a way,
it removed the clinical quality of AI making
it accessible for critical analysis, showing
the fuzzy assumptions often present in the
technology and the messy (cultural) reality
in which it exists.
PHYSICAL AI
The physical manifestations of AI made it
easier for people to grasp what the AI was
doing, and how they could exert control on
its behavior. AI is often not associated with
any tangible qualities. Even smart speakers
like Google home serve as a kind of portals
that can summon AI from cyberspace,
rather than ground AI in physical reality.
Although the futuristic magical AI narrative
sells, it does a poor job of making AI
relatable.
By capturing the AI in archetypes of
everyday
technological
artefacts
it
became easier to identify what the AI was
actually doing. The position of the physical
manifestations of the AI (the orange
elements) was often strongly related to its
functionality, replacing control interfaces
that were now taken on by the AI.

As mentioned, the physicality also provided
much richer interaction possibilities with
AI. Being able to physically manipulate the
AI brings a certain degree of control and
power that users are often deprived of.
SH O WIN G MISTA K ES
Because the AI in the AITC were positioned
as being in training rather than infallible
black boxes the value of their outputs
changed. The displays in each workstation
served to provide insight in the data that
went in, how it was interpreted and turned
into output. The meaning of this output
could then be experienced and assessed by
people.
This meant the output of the AI was not being
taken for granted. Processes that normally
remain hidden were now put on display, and
this made it possible to see the mistakes
the AI made and how they resonated
throughout its actions. Because of this,
people were able to see the output of the AI
not as a given truth but as the outcome of
a process of abstraction and computation,
which as arguably an interpretation that is
closer to reality. This disruption of the image
of AI as being infallible also helped people
cope with the mistakes it made, accepting
them as inevitable. This could lead to a
relationship between AI and user where
AI still offers a degree of convenience but
the user does not take the output as a given
truth.

SENSE

At this point the project had yielded a lot of
insights from different perspectives: from
knowledge concerning AI-technologies and
their applications in and effects on society,
to the lack of literacy present among a
significant part of society. A bigger picture
started to emerge, that came together
when the AITC itself was examined more
closely. The AITC artefacts can be seen
as research archetypes (Wensveen &
Matthews, 2005) that embody a specific
design space (in this case the design space
regarding democratized AI, as defined
earlier). By juxtaposing the design decisions
that were made during the creation of the
AITC with current design paradigms, a
holistic perspective emerges that ties all of
the insights together. Below these insights
are explained and structured into different
themes regarding design and AI.

AI as a workforce

HOW PEOPLE ENVISION AI

AI as a source
of inequality
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HOW PEOPLE ENVISION AI

HOW PEOPLE ENVISION AI

AI as a guide
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POLARIZED DISCUSSIONS
The discussions held during the DDW
provided interesting insights in the image of
AI as it exists in (a subsection of) society.
While speaking to the imagination it also
evokes feelings of unease about issues
such as privacy and agency. It sketched a
very polarized discussion surrounding AI,
with conflicting images sometimes existing
within one person. It became apparent
that people often defaulted to extreme
archetypes (either optimistic or pessimistic)
because they were simply not literate
enough to find a more nuance position. A
cause of this could be of how consumers
are positioned against consumer AI:
through a narrative of convenience users
are held at distance from the workings of
the technology itself, turning it into a black
box, encouraging users to passively accept
the output it generates.

from passive consumer to a more engaging
position, in order to empower them in a
society where AI becomes heavily involved
in shaping everyday life. Redefining this
relationship is responsibility the field of
design (Bureau Moeilijke Dingen) could
take upon themselves, as it is the field that
bridges technology and people. Due to the
sheer complexity of the wicked problem AI
poses, it will take a lot of parties to solve it.
AI ARCHETYPES
Due to the intangible, abstract nature of
AI, peoples understanding of AI is heavily
dependent on metaphors. The presence
of these metaphors in a society shapes
how that society thinks about and values
AI. Consistently showing depictions such
as the Terminator causes archetypes to
appear that influence how AI is talked about
and assessed. During the DDW a number
of archetypes emerged, both positive and
negative.

SENSE
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This also showed how multiple AI could be
linked together, where the output of one
became the input of another.

It could be valuable to redefine the user

MAKING
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Because the AI where framed in very
mundane contexts and objects, it became
easy to assess what the AI were actually
doing. This provided clear contours of its
capabilities, emphasizing that they are
narrow AI that are highly specialized but
cannot do much else. This provided clearer
expectations for the user and allowed them
to reflect on how intelligent AI actually is,
again helping them the better value the
output of these systems.

Being aware of these archetypes is
important, because they can provide clues
of how an AI will be perceived. But because
AI is so dependent on archetypes, this
also points at an opportunity and possible
responsibility to shape these archetypes.
Whenever an AI drive product or services
is designed along such an archetype it
solidifies that images, making it harder for
more nuanced positions to emerge.
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paradigm. This AITC manual (appendix D) is
explained below.
The interaction flow shows how an AI
application is fed input, which is processed,
turned into output and presented to the
user, who can then provide AI application
with feedback or new input. 6 design
considerations have been defined that
concern specific elements of this interaction
flow. These are described below:

F R A M E ‘I N T E L L I G E N C E’

A C C O R D I N G LY
The design does not provide clear
limitations of the AI
The design provides a clear scope of the
AI functionality
The term ‘Artificial Intelligence’ raises
assumptions about how intelligent an AI
actually is. How an AI-driven product of
service is positioned either emphasizes
or debunks these assumptions. By
framing them in relatable contexts and
objects, it becomes easier to assess
what the AI-component is actually doing.
Providing clear contours of its capabilities
acknowledges that AI are narrow: they are
highly specialized but cannot do much else
besides this specializations. This provides
clearer expectations for the user and allows
them to reflect on how intelligent AI actually
is, helping them to optimize their input and
value the output of these systems.
2 . C O N S C I O U S LY P O S I T I O N
THE USER
The employed AI is fully optimized and
hidden from the user
The user is empowered to interact with
and manipulate the AI
AI allows for the automation of decision
making processes that shape the user
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2.

3.

experience. How much the user is made
aware of these process is a consideration
that needs to be made during the design
process. The AI component can be
completely hidden and isolated from the
user, but this denies the user any agency
towards the AI component. On the other
side of the spectrum the user is given full
agency and empowered to inquire into the
process that turn input into output, embed
values into the model and ascribe meaning
and value to the output.
3. B E A W A R E O F T H E
BOX

1. Frame ‘Intelligence’ accordingly

BLACK

3. Be aware of
the black box

5. Design more than
just a portal

PROCESSING

OUTPUT

The design neglects to protect the user
The design offers leverage to the user

INPUT

To an extent users are always vulnerable

USER

SENSE

The final challenge was to turn the derived
into a coherent vision on design and AI. This
proved to be a challenging task, especially
as an effort was made to turn the vision
into actual, usable knowledge. This was
eventually achieved by mapping the insights
on a simplified interaction flow describing
the interaction between a user and an
AI-application. This made it clear how
design decisions influence the interaction
with and perception of AI-applications.
With this framework an attempt is made
to give designers a tool that allows them
to consciously define and reflect on
the relationship between user and AIapplications, rather than follow the current

1.

1.

MAKING
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THE AITC MANUAL
AND REFLECTIO N
TOOL

4. Acknowledge the
imperfactions

to the whims of an AI. As long as a product
or service does what it is supposed to
do people generally don’t care how it
does it. However, when it fails to meet
expectations the underlying machinery
becomes subject to scrutiny. The opaque
nature of AI technologies such as machine
learning brings limitations to the amount
insight that can be derived from this. Thus,
a certain degree of trust in the system is
required from the user. In order to meet this
vulnerability the design should empower
provide the user with leverage whenever
this trust is not lived up to.

FEEDBACK

6. Explore meaningful
interactions

2. Consciously position the user

4.

5.

6.
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4.

ACKNOWLEDGE

THE

IMPERFECTIONS
The design positions AI as infallible

MAKING

resonate throughout the decision making
process of AI. The degree of insight needed
should be weighed and taken into account
during the design process.
5. D E SIG N
A P O RTAL

MORE

THAN

JUST

The design disconnects AI from physical
reality
The design explains the functionality of
the AI

Reflection Tool (appendix E) was created,
rubric for scoring each design consideration
that invite designers to critically reflect on
design decisions made in the development
of AI-applications. It is important to note
that both the AITC Manual an Reflection
Tool are propositions: they are in no way
validated and need more refinement. They
do, however, provide a critical perspective
on the role and responsibility of design in
the development AI-applications, which is
worth exploring in future research and R&D
efforts.

6.E X P L O R E M E A N I N G F U L
INTERACTIONS
The interaction does not enrich the users
understanding
The interaction helps the user make
sense of the AI.
Often products and services that utilize
AI merely serve as a portal to magically
summon data from cyberspace. In these
cases the aesthetics of the design bare
little to no relationship to its functionality,
effectively disembodying the AI and
disconnecting the output from physical
reality. Communicating the functionality
and purpose of AI through recognizable
and relatable aesthetics makes it easier for
users to understand that an AI component
is present and interpret its purpose.

the

Manual,

the

AITC

AI DESIGN REFLECTION TOOL
AI / PRODUCT NAME:
DESCRIPTION OF THE FUNCTIONALITY:

1. Frame ‘Intelligence’ accordingly
The design does
not provide clear
limitations of the AI

The design
provides a clear
scope of the AI

2. Consciously position the user
The employed AI is
fully optimized and
hidden from the user

The user is epowered
to interact with and
manipulate the AI

3. Be aware of the black box
The design neglects
to protect the user

The design offers
leverage to the user

4. Acknowledge the imperfections
The design positions
the AI as infallible

The design allows
for detection of and
inquiry into mistakes

SENSE

Like any computational model, AI is always
an abstraction of reality. This means that
during the process of development values,
assumptions and incongruities will always
be embedded in the system. These aspects
shape the output and thus the influence of
AI on real experiences. Often, users are left
unaware of this (see principle 3) making it
difficult to properly ascribe value to the
output. By allowing the user a degree of
insight into the input and output it becomes
possible for the user to become aware of
how assumptions and misinterpretations

Accompanying

effectively disembodying the AI and
disconnecting the output from physical
reality. Communicating the functionality
and purpose of AI through recognizable
and relatable aesthetics makes it easier for
users to understand that an AI component
is present and interpret its purpose.

MAKING
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The design allows for detection of and
inquiry into mistakes

little to no relationship to its functionality,

5. Design more than just a portal
The design
disconnects AI from
physical reality

The design explains
the functionality
of the AI

6. Explore meaningful interactions
The interaction does
not enrich the users
understanding

The interaction
helps the user make
sense of the AI

REMARKS:

Often products and services that utilize
AI merely serve as a portal to magically
summon data from cyberspace. In these
cases the aesthetics of the design bare
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A challenge and goal of the project was to
leverage speculative design to create value
in a commercial context; specifically in this
project, the goal was to create value for
Bureau Moeilijke Dingen. The explorative
nature of the project meant that what
this value would be exactly was strongly
dependent on the project outcomes.
Eventually, it can be argued that value
was created in two ways. On a level that
directly benefits Bureau Moeilijke Dingen,
the development of the AITC resulted in a
tool for creating exposure. On a level that
more generally benefits the field of design,
a (proposed) vision on AI and design was
developed.

THE ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
TRAINING CENTER
The AITC proved to be of significant
commercial value to Bureau Moeilijke
Dingen as a networking and marketing
tool. It created significant exposure, and in
doing so it broadcasted their expertise in
and affinity with the field of AI to a broad
audience. As a result, they were able to
establish themselves as a design studio with
AI expertise, which resulted in an expansion
of their network and possibly new clientele.
The AITC mainly contributed to Bureau
Moeilijke Dingen’s business by forming
a springboard for AI Kit, the toolkit they
are developing that sparked the narrative
of democratized AI. The AITC expressed
Bureau Moeilijke Dingen’s unique vision
on AI, which attracted outside interest
to the development of AI Kit. It allowed
them to identify and engage with possible
stakeholders, which allowed them to
sharpen their pitch and strategically position
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the role of design in the development of AIapplications, and as the field of AI keeps
growing in importance it could this could
prove to be a valuable pitch.

AI kit as they continue development.
Concretely, the AITC led to the interest of
Brainport Development , who has offered
to support Bureau Moeilijke Dingen in the
strategic development of AI Kit.
But also the AITC itself formed a new
business opportunity, as interest was
shown by multiple parties to put the AITC
on display throughout the country. The first
offer that has been taken up is also that of
Brainport Development, where the AITC
will be on display from February 2019.

As both the AITC Manual and Reflection
Tool are both still propositions, it remains
unclear whether they could be marketed
as design tools. This is also the reason why
they are presented as part of the Artificial
Intelligence Training Center: until they are
developed further they remain of a more
speculative nature.

SENSE
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CREATION

MAKING
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VALUE

THE AITC MANUAL
AND REFLECTIO N
TOOL
The value of the AITC Manual and Reflection
Tool is not as tangible as that of AITC
exhibition, as it provides knowledge rather
than any commercial gains. However, it
could be argued that they could become
part of the Bureau Moeilijke Dingen’s value
proposition. They provide a new vision on
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This project took place over the course
of a year, a time span that allowed for
many different approaches, explorations
and insights to develop. The project shed
light on the future of design and AI, but
also the used methodology and how it
might be applied in commercial contexts.
Both of these will be briefly examined and
discussed.
ON

SPEC U L ATI VE

DESIGN

Traditionally a research methodology,
speculative design is explorative and
more aimed towards asking questions that
providing answers. In a commercial context
this can be challenging, as industry is driven
by different values. As speculative design
tends to deal with non-existent futures,
projects following this methodology offer
no short-term return of investment. Rather,
what is returned is exposure or knowledge.
Therefore, speculative design is best
employed by clients that are either looking
to reach an audience (in the public domain)
or gather new insights to inform long term
strategy.

In a societal context speculative design
makes a better proposition, as it offers an
interesting perspective on the complexity
of societal problems. Artificial Intelligence
poses a wicked problem, as it is an emerging
technology that requires new policy making
and societal literacy. The speculative
design approach made it possible to
take this complexity and condense it into
experiences that made it possible to take
position in these daunting debates.
ON AI AND DESIGN
By viewing AI through a societal lens
it became clear how far reaching the
implications of the technology are. AI
poses a new age of autonomous and
adaptive computing, and given the place
computation occupies in our society it
will prove to highly transformative. In the
current paradigm, users are engaged as
consumers, deliberately held at bay from
interacting with the technology under the
credo of convenience. Yet, it is becoming
more and more evident that AI will only
change how we switch the light on or off.
Through applications such as credit checks
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